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Address Taste of Purple, LLC 
1 Paragon Drive, Suite 150A,  
Montvale, NJ 07645

Country USA

State New Jersey

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
 

VINO2
The VINO2 has a strategically designed indentation in the side of the bowl that acts as an agitating obstruction to the
wine as it is being swirled inside.

There is no longer the need to wait 20, 30, sometimes 60 minutes to let a wine breath. The patented design of the
VINO2 will fully aerate your wine in just seconds, releasing the components that make up a wine aroma.

The VINO2´s unparalleled 32oz bowl concentrates the wine´s aroma while providing extra surface area to oxygenate
the wine. The perfected bowl design can collect enough concentrated aroma to take a deep breath filled with
molecules vaporizing from the wine surface.  This improved breadth of the wine nose will allow you to find those
subtle vanillas, chocolates, and saddle leather notes the wine critics rave about!

THE DECANTER
For those who still want to rely upon traditional aeration, the beauty and appeal of the Taste of Purple decanter sets it apart from
all of the rest. Its one of a kind stem design is turning the heads of key people in the wine industry.

Besides its beauty, this unique design allows for an entire 750 ml bottle to be aerated by swirling all at once.  As the wine
settles, it distributes evenly along the bottom giving maximum exposure to the ambient air.  With an enlarged opening for
circulating air flow and the beveled pour spout for ease of use, it will be the only decanter you will ever need.
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